1. Background {#s0005}
=============

Medical social media is a subset of social media focusing on medical topics. It primarily includes medical forums, blogs, and tweets. It draws participation from a variety of cohorts such as patients, caretakers, consultants, doctors, pharmacists, researchers, and journalists [@b0005]. Recent studies have shown that medical social media can be leveraged to find the side effects of a particular drug [@b0010], detect the spread of infectious diseases, monitor public health [@b0015] and understand a patient's experience in healthcare [@b0020] [@b0025]. However, automatically identifying such insights is challenging due to the lexical and grammatical variability of the language used in social media which contains informal language, non-standard grammar, and typographic errors. Due to the varied backgrounds and expertise levels of its users, medical social media also contains non-standard medical terminology, jargon and abbreviations [@b0030]. The task of Medical Concept Normalization (MCN) aims to map a variable length phrase to a medical concept in some external coding system. [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} provides a few examples of social media phrases mapped to medical concepts.[1](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} MCN has several applications in improving patient care, such as the understanding and answering of patients' questions, early detection of patients requiring immediate attention, and digital disease surveillance [@b0035].Table 1Examples of mappings between social media phrases and medical concepts. SNOMED CT is a medical knowledge base.Social Media PhraseNormalized Medical Concept*feel like i was hit by a train*Pain (SNOMED ID: 22253000)*no way i 'm gettin any sleep 2nite*Insomnia (SNOMED ID: 193462001)*imence pain in legs*Severe pain (SNOMED ID: 76948002)*the same gassy feeling*Bloating (SNOMED ID: 60728008)

Medical entity linking, which is closely related to MCN, links medical entity mentions in the text with their corresponding entities in a medical Knowledge Base (KB) such as SNOMED CT [@b0040]. While both tasks share the primary goal of disambiguation of a sequence of words, there exist a few substantial differences. Medical entity linking operates on medical entity mentions which have an entity type such as *Disease, Drug, Symptom, Treatment*, and *Test* whereas MCN operates on phrases which may or may not have an entity type. For instance, the phrase *cant shut up for the whole day* is not recognized as a medical entity by any medical entity recognizer and yet is mapped to Hyperactive Behavior, SNOMED ID: 44548000 by MCN models [@b0045]. Furthermore, MCN, unlike medical entity linking, allows mapping between the source text and target concept to be loosely defined. For instance, *no way i 'm gettin any sleep 2nite* could be mapped to Insomnia, SNOMED ID: 193462001. Medical entity linking uses the context of an entity mention along with the information from the medical KB, to decide which entity is being referred to in the text [@b0050]. Lack of such information makes MCN a relatively more challenging task than medical entity linking.

Most of the current deep learning models (Section [2](#s0010){ref-type="sec"}) formulate MCN as a supervised text classification problem. This formulation has several major shortcomings. First, these have shown high performance across various MCN datasets containing small number of target concepts along with adequate number of training examples per concept. However, scaling these models to millions of medical concepts entails the creation of much larger datasets which is cost and effort intensive. Experts have to manually identify medical concept mentions and then map them to their corresponding target medical concepts. Second, these models fail to map a medical phrase to any concept if it is not present in the training set. Third, number of medical concepts increase with advancements in medical science. These models need to be retrained from scratch whenever new concepts are added to the target lexicon. Retraining these models is a computationally expensive process. In our recent work [@b0030] we show that training MCN models using automatically labeled examples extracted from medical knowledge bases (such as SNOMED CT) partially alleviates these problems. In this work, we extend this idea further by computationally creating a distantly supervised dataset from patient discussion forum posts (Section [3](#s0015){ref-type="sec"}). First, we develop synthetic examples to train a binary classifier which identifies if a given input phrase is medical or non-medical and use it to extract all medical phrases from the discussion posts (Section [3.2.1](#s0030){ref-type="sec"}). We also discover the medical concepts within each post using an off-the-shelf medical entity linker (Section [3.2.2](#s0035){ref-type="sec"}). We use pretrained sentence encoding models to find *k*-nearest phrases corresponding to each medical concept. These mappings are used in combination with examples obtained from the medical knowledge bases to train an MCN model. Experiments (Section [5](#s0045){ref-type="sec"}) on two benchmark datasets (Section [4](#s0040){ref-type="sec"}) reveal that our approach shows 15.9% and 17.1% improvement in classification accuracy over the previous state-of-the-art (Section [6](#s0050){ref-type="sec"}) while eliminating the need for manual labeling. We discuss the performance improvements and the errors introduced by our approach (Section [7](#s0055){ref-type="sec"}) and conclude this work by discussing future research directions (Section [8](#s0075){ref-type="sec"}).

2. Related work {#s0010}
===============

Existing approaches for MCN can be divided into three major categories. The first category formulates MCN as a monolingual translation problem, where the task is to map informal phrases ($L_{1}$) to formal medical concepts ($L_{2}$). Limsopatham et al. [@b0055] adapt phrase-based machine translation [@b0060] to translate medical phrases from *Twitter language* to *formal medical language*. During inference, output of the machine translation model is mapped to one of the concepts in medical lexicons based on the ranked similarity of their word vector representations. Similar to [@b0055], statistical machine translation based techniques have also been used to normalize non-medical phrases [@b0065] [@b0070] [@b0075].

The second category poses MCN as a supervised text categorization problem, in which an informal medical phrase is categorized into one of the predefined categories wherein each category represents a unique concept in a medical lexicon. Limsopatham et al. [@b0045] use Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) along with the pretrained word embeddings for normalizing medical concepts. Their approach outperforms lexical matching and machine translation based approaches by up to 44%. Lee et al. [@b0035] also employ CNNs and RNNs for normalizing medical concepts. However, instead of using pretrained word embeddings trained on generic text they experiment with word embeddings trained on a variety of clinical sources which improves the performance of their model by up to 21.28%. Belousov et al. [@b0080] use an ensemble of multinomial logistic regression and Bidirectional RNNs for this task and discover that the ensemble model yields the highest accuracy. Tutubalina et al. [@b0085] use bidirectional RNNs with attention to convert a given input phrase into a semantic representative vector, which is then appended with a set of features extracted using cosine similarity between input phrase and medical concept descriptions obtained from the UMLS Metathesaurus. The resultant representation is fed to a softmax classifier which maps it to one of the predefined medical concepts. They discover that appending semantic features (extracted from UMLS) to the deep learning model improves its performance of the model by 5.2%. Almost all models discussed earlier use word embeddings and therefore fail to learn character structure features inside words and ignore the Out-of-Vocabulary (OOV) words. In order to overcome this problem, Niu et al. [@b0090] present a multi-task character-level attentional network model for MCN. Miftahutdinov et al. [@b0095] propose the use of multilayered bidirectional transformer encoder BERT [@b0100] to extract the vector representation of input phrases which are subsequently used to train a softmax classifier.

The third type of MCN methods project the informal phrases and formal medical concepts into a common embedding space. During inference, cosine similarity based ranking is used to retrieve the most similar concept to a given input phrase. Metke-Jimenez et. al. [@b0105] use TF-IDF representation to retrieve relevant medical concepts corresponding to paraphrased concept mentions. In our recent work [@b0030] we propose a RoBERTa [@b0110] based neural model which maps the input phrase and medical concepts into a common embedding space. We leverage existing medical knowledge bases (such as SNOMED CT) to first obtain embeddings for each medical concept using various text and graph based embeddings. Subsequently, we train a neural model to map informal phrases into the target embedding space. We have shown that this approach outperforms all the existing approaches and achieves an improvement of up to 6.3% compared to the previous state-of-the-art [@b0095]. For the extent of this work, we regard [@b0030] as the state-of-the-art for this task.

Most of the recent works [@b0030], [@b0045], [@b0055], [@b0085], [@b0090], [@b0095] use CADEC dataset for experimentation, while some of these [@b0030], [@b0095] also use PsyTAR dataset. Both CADEC and PsyTAR datasets were created from the patient discussion forum [askapatient.com](http://askapatient.com){#ir005}. Few works [@b0045], [@b0085], [@b0090], [@b0095], use TwADR-L dataset for experiments which consisted of medical phrases extracted from Twitter mapped to the medical concepts in the SIDER 4 medical lexicon.[2](#fn2){ref-type="fn"} Almost all recent works [@b0030], [@b0045], [@b0055], [@b0060], [@b0065], [@b0070], [@b0075], [@b0080], [@b0085], [@b0090], [@b0095], [@b0105] use classification accuracy as the primary metric for measuring the performance of MCN models.

3. Approach {#s0015}
===========

Main drawback of previous approaches such as [@b0035], [@b0045], [@b0095] is that they rely on the availability of pairs of medical phrases and concepts for training MCN models. Creating such a training dataset entails the painstaking task of manually identifying social media phrases and mapping them to one of the concepts in a medical lexicon. In our prior work [@b0030] we used two techniques to overcome this challenge. First, we encoded all target medical concepts into a common embedding space using a variety of text and graph embeddings methods and thereafter transformed an input phrase into a vector in the target embedding space. This allowed our model to map phrases to even those medical concepts which were not present in the training set. Second, we generated labeled examples for MCN using SNOMED CT synonyms by treating each synonym as a medical phrase. We have shown that our model trained exclusively on SNOMED CT synonyms demonstrates reasonable performance when compared to other approaches. Section [3.1](#s0020){ref-type="sec"} gives a brief overview of our prior work.

In this work, we propose a novel distant supervision based approach to generate training samples for MCN without any manual labeling or human intervention of any kind. We then augment these with the labeled examples obtained from SNOMED CT and use the resultant dataset for training MCN model. We use the same MCN architecture as proposed in our prior work (Section [3.1](#s0020){ref-type="sec"}). Our main contribution in this work is the automatic creation of distantly supervised MCN dataset which is discussed in Section [3.2](#s0025){ref-type="sec"}. For the extent of this work, we use our prior work [@b0030] as a baseline.

3.1. Medical concept normalization by encoding target knowledge {#s0020}
---------------------------------------------------------------

In this Section, we describe our previous approach for MCN. We used a two staged approach for normalizing medical concept mentions. In the first stage, all medical concepts from a target lexicon (such as SNOMED CT) are encoded into fixed sized embeddings using a variety of text and graph based embedding methods such that similar medical concepts are closer in the target embedding space. In the second stage, each input phrase is transformed into a vector $m_{i}$ using pretrained RoBERTa model [@b0110] which is then transformed into a vector in the target embedding space $r_{i}$ using the two layered feed forward neural network shown in Eqs. [(1)](#e0005){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(2)](#e0010){ref-type="disp-formula"}, where $W_{w},b_{w},W_{r},b_{r}$ and the weight matrices of the RoBERTa model are trainable parameters. All parameters are trained using AdamW [@b0115] stochastic optimizer which aims to maximize the cosine similarity between the transformed vector $r_{i}$ and the corresponding target embedding. During inference, a new input phrase $m_{j}$ is mapped to a vector $r_{j}$ in the target concept embedding space which is then classified to a concept using the 1-NN (nearest neighbour) method.$$u_{i} = \mathit{\tanh}(W_{w}m_{i} + b_{w})$$ $$r_{i} = W_{r}u_{i} + b_{r}$$We now describe the process of obtaining target embeddings for medical concepts using text and graph based embedding methods. For text embedding methods we extract the concept description of each target concept ID by doing a lookup in SNOMED CT knowledge base. [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} shows few target concept IDs and their corresponding descriptions from SNOMED CT. The descriptions are given as inputs to pretrained sentence encoding models such as Universal Sentence Encoders [@b0120] (denoted, *USE*) to obtain an embedding corresponding to target concept ID. Other sentence encoding models include Embeddings from Language models [@b0125] (denoted, *ELMo*), Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers [@b0100] (denoted, *BERT*) and averaged word embeddings [@b0130] (denoted, *AvgEmb*). The graph based embeddings are obtained by first constructing a graph using SNOMED CT wherein each vertex is a unique medical concept and related concepts are connected through unlabeled edges as depicted in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} . This graph is given as input to graph embedding algorithms such as Deepwalk [@b0135], Node2Vec [@b0140], HARP [@b0145] and LINE [@b0150], each of which return an embedding for every vertex in the graph.Table 2Examples of medical concept IDs and their descriptions obtained from SNOMED CT.Concept IDConcept Description22298006Myocardial Infarction363518003Malignant tumor of kidney66071002Viral hepatitis type B35031000119100Acute aspiration pneumonia247761005Reduced Concentration79890006Loss of appetiteFig. 1A snapshot of SNOMED CT graph. Related concepts are depicted using unlabeled edges.

Both text and graph label embedding methods aim to map medical concepts into vectors, such that similar concepts are closer in the target embedding space. These embeddings are made publicly accessible at <https://zenodo.org/record/3842143>. [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} uses the T-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) technique [@b0155] to depict the medical concept embeddings in a two dimensional space, wherein the embeddings were obtained using the pretrained Universal Sentence Encoder (USE) model. Observe that similar concepts such as abdominal discomfort, stomach problems and Stomach cramps are closer in the embedding space, whereas dissimilar concepts such as Craving for alcohol, Loss of motivation, decrease in appetite and Reduced libido are farther in the embedding space.Fig. 2The t-SNE visualization of SNOMED CT concept embeddings obtained from the pretrained Universal Sentence Encoder model. Each point on the plot represents a unique concept in SNOMED CT.

3.2. Automatically creating distantly supervised dataset for MCN {#s0025}
----------------------------------------------------------------

For training the model described in Section [3.1](#s0020){ref-type="sec"} we create a distantly supervised dataset consisting of automatically extracted pairs of informal medical phrases and concepts, thereby circumventing the need for manual labeling or human intervention of any kind. [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} shows the architecture of our proposed approach. We first crawl social media posts from patient discussion forums which contains informal medical expressions such as *not able 2 sleep 2nite* and *ma head is bursting* as well as formal medical concept descriptions such as Insomnia and Headache. The formal and informal medical phrases are extracted using a binary classifier described in Section [3.2.1](#s0030){ref-type="sec"} and the medical concepts associated with a post are discovered using an off-the-shelf medical entity linker described in Section [3.2.2](#s0035){ref-type="sec"}. [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"} shows an example of a social media post, the phrases extracted by medical phrase extractor and the concepts discovered by medical entity linker. The informal medical phrases extracted from a post are matched against the medical concepts described in the same post which results in several (phrase, concept) pairs. Further, *k*-nearest phrases corresponding to each medical concept are selected using the cosine similarity between their text embeddings, which are obtained by passing them through the pretrained universal sentence encoder model [@b0120], while the remaining pairs are discarded. Consider the medical phrases *belly aching, tummy upset, stomach ulcer, stomach cancer* which are paired with the medical concept Stomach ache, 271681002 and are ranked according to their cosine similarity with Stomach ache, 271681002. Using $k = 2$, includes the pairs *(belly aching, 271681002) and (tummy upset, 271681002)* in the distantly supervised set and discards the remaining pairs. The value of *k* is empirically determined so as to maximize MCN accuracy on a hold-out validation set.Fig. 3Architecture of the proposed Distant Supervision Approach.Table 3A post from patient discussion forum along with the medical phrases and concepts extracted from it.Sample PostMedical PhrasesSNOMED CT ConceptsI noticed some swollen lymph nodes on the right side of my neck, including one under my chin which is really odd shape. I saw an ENT last November who chalked them up to sinus issues and told me to flush my sinuses twice a day•*swollen lymph nodes*•*right side of my neck*•*under my chin which is really odd shape*•*ENT*•*sinus issues*•*flush my sinuses twice a day*•Lymph nodes, 361351001•Lymphadenopathy, 307460006•Neck Structure, 45048000•Sinus, 419351001•Ear nose and throat, 394604002

An alternative method for selecting automatically labeled examples could be to select pairs with cosine similarity greater than a pre-designated threshold and discard the remaining pairs. Although this approach seems reasonable, we do not use it as it might introduce label imbalance in our dataset. For instance, common concepts such as Pain might have a high representation in our dataset when compared to rare concepts such as Aarskog syndrome, which is undesirable.

### 3.2.1. Medical phrase extractor {#s0030}

We train a binary classifier which classifies a textual phrase into *medical* or *non-medical* category. We extract all the noun phrases from patient discussion forum posts using Stanford CoreNLP library [@b0160] and use this classifier to filter out non-medical phrases while retaining medical phrases. This results in a collection of formal and informal medical phrases corresponding to each post. We avoid human labeling by using synthetically generated examples to train this classifier. For the medical category, synthetic examples are obtained by extracting all medical concept descriptions from SNOMED CT. For non-medical category, synthetic examples are obtained by extracting noun phrases from a news corpora [@b0165] (non-medical corpora) using Stanford CoreNLP library [@b0160]. We use binary Support Vector Machine (SVM) with radial basis function kernel to categorize the social media phrases, where each phrase is represented by the averaged word vector of the words present in it. The embeddings for each word were obtained from the pretrained Word2Vec model [@b0130].

### 3.2.2. Medical entity linking {#s0035}

We use MetaMap [@b0170] as an off-the-shelf medical entity linker. It identifies concepts from text and links them to entries of KBs such as SNOMED CT and MeSH [@b0175]. MetaMap assigns one or more *semantic types* such as, *sign or symptom* and *disease or syndrome* to each identified concept. Existing study shows that MetaMap exhibits high precision and poor recall when used to extract concepts from medical social media posts [@b0180]. In this work, precision is of paramount importance for generating high quality distant data. Therefore, we further improve the precision using the following two heuristics. First, medical entities which correspond to one of the major 18 semantic types described by [@b0180] are retained while others are discarded. Second, the most frequent incorrect mappings are pruned using a manually created list. For instance, the generic word *Hi*, which is highly frequent, is wrongly identified as a disease by MetaMap and is mapped to the medical concept Haemophilus Influenzae, SNOMED ID: 44470000.

4. Datasets {#s0040}
===========

**CADEC**: CSIRO Adverse Drug Event Corpus (CADEC) [@b0185] is an MCN dataset created from publicly available medical forum posts. All the posts discussing adverse drug reactions resulting from the usage of Diclofenac and Lipitor drugs were obtained from [askapatient.com](http://askapatient.com){#ir020}. Human experts were asked to identify medical phrases such as *feeling that i was hit by a train*. Each phrase was then manually mapped to a medical concept in SNOMED CT lexicon resulting in 6,754 distinct phrases mapped to 1029 unique concepts. Tutubalina et al. [@b0085] created a five fold dataset from these mappings which were made publicly accessible.[3](#fn3){ref-type="fn"}

**PsyTAR**: Psychiatric Treatment Adverse Reactions (PsyTAR) corpus [@b0190] is an MCN dataset created from [askapatient.com](http://askapatient.com){#ir030}. In this dataset, all the posts which mention the medications Cymbalta, Effexor, Lexapro and Zoloft were obtained. Similar to the CADEC dataset, human experts were asked to manually discover medical phrases and map to SNOMED CT concepts which resulted in 6,556 medical phrases mapped to 618 concepts. Miftahutdinov et al. [@b0095] created a five fold dataset from these mappings which were made publicly accessible.[4](#fn4){ref-type="fn"} Pattisapu et al. [@b0030] used the publicly accessible folds of the CADEC and PsyTAR datasets to evaluate the performance of their MCN model. For a fair comparison, we use the same folds to evaluate the performance of our approach.

**SNOMED CT Synonyms**: The SNOMED CT lexicon consists of a collection of medical concepts wherein each medical concept has a unique SNOMED ID. Every concept in this lexicon is associated with its fully specified name and its synonyms. Currently, SNOMED CT contains over 350,000 medical concepts. [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"} shows few examples of medical concepts obtained from SNOMED CT. Pattisapu et al. [@b0030] were the first to leverage this resource for training their MCN model. They extract the synonyms of medical concepts present in PsyTAR and CADEC datasets and create a automatically labeled dataset by treating each synonym as a medical phrase.Table 4SNOMED-CT Medical Concepts and their Synonyms.SNOMED IDFully Specified NameSynonyms271681002Stomach achebelly ache, tummy ache, stomach discomfort, sore tummy, stomach upset61462000Malariapaludism, plasmodiosis363518003Malignant tumor of kidneyCA - cancer of kidney, renal malignant tumour, CA - renal cancer, renal cancer424206003Genus EbolavirusEbola-like viruses, Ebolavirus, Ebola virus840539006Disease caused by 2019 novel coronavirusDisease caused by Wuhan coronavirus, Disease caused by 2019-nCoV

**Distantly supervised dataset**: For creating the distantly supervised dataset, we first downloaded 6,07,107 posts from the patient discussion forum <https://patient.info/forums>. These posts primarily consisted of patient conversations about various diseases, drugs and symptoms. The posts that contained non-standard encodings or less than hundred characters were discarded, which resulted in a total of 4,23,782 posts. We extracted 11,381 unique medical concepts using the medical entity linker described in Section [3.2.2](#s0035){ref-type="sec"}. We extracted 1.97 million medical phrases using the medical phrase extractor described in Section [3.2.1](#s0030){ref-type="sec"}. We used the approach discussed in Section [3.2](#s0025){ref-type="sec"} to create a distantly supervised dataset from the phrase, concept pairs. [Table 5](#t0025){ref-type="table"} shows a few labeled examples obtained using distant supervision method. Note that it also contains some noisy labels, for instance, the phrase *heart burn* is wrongly associated with the medical concept Abdominal discomfort with a cosine similarity of 0.5194. We observed that compared to the SNOMED CT synonyms dataset, this dataset has a better coverage of phrases containing slang words, non-standard terminology, acronyms and spelling errors.Table 5Sample labeled examples obtained from distant data.Medical PhraseMedical ConceptCosine similarity*Manic episode*manic mood0.7119*digestive system and/or stomach cramps*Stomach cramps0.7201*arm twitches*Muscle twitch0.6102*n panicky*Panic0.5171*heart burn*Upset stomach0.5194

5. Experiments {#s0045}
==============

Our main objective in this work is to build an MCN model which does not use manually labeled examples. We therefore use the SNOMED CT synonyms dataset and the distantly supervised dataset described in Section [4](#s0040){ref-type="sec"} to train our model. We do not use the training folds of CADEC and PsyTAR datasets. Our baseline is the MCN model proposed by Pattisapu et al. [@b0030] which is trained using SNOMED CT synonyms dataset. To train our MCN model, we initialize its parameters (Section [3.1](#s0020){ref-type="sec"}) with random values. We first train the model on SNOMED CT synonyms dataset and then fine tune it by training it on the distant dataset. We find that setting $k = 9$, i.e. selecting nine distant examples per target medical concept gives the optimal results on a hold-out validation set. At this stage, our model has seen all the labeled examples of SNOMED CT synonyms and distantly supervised datasets. However, as discussed in Section [4](#s0040){ref-type="sec"}, the distantly supervised dataset contains several noisy examples which might adversely affect the performance of our model during inference. To overcome this, we fine-tune our model again on SNOMED CT synonyms dataset. During inference, we use the trained model to map a given input phrase to a vector in the target embedding space and further map it to its nearest medical concept. In this work, we separately experiment with individual target embedding types. It would be interesting to experiment with heterogeneous target embeddings by combining various text and graph based target embeddings, we leave it as a future work. For evaluating the baseline and our approach, we use only those samples of CADEC and PsyTAR datasets whose target concept IDs are also present in the distantly supervised dataset. This results in a dataset which contains nearly 25% of the concepts present in CADEC and PsyTAR datasets. This dataset size gap can be reduced by increasing the coverage of our distant supervised set such that it spans higher number of medical concepts, thereby causing a higher overlap. For evaluating the performance of both the models we compute the average classification accuracy across the test folds.

6. Results {#s0050}
==========

[Table 6](#t0030){ref-type="table"} shows the comparison of our approach with the baseline [@b0030] across multiple target embedding methods. Our model outperforms the baseline by a significant margin. Our model achieves the best classification accuracy of 74.39% on PsyTAR and 76.72% on CADEC datasets, whereas the best accuracy using the baseline is 63.81% and 65.48% respectively. The best performance across both datasets and approaches was achieved using graph embedding methods (Deepwalk and HARP). Across all text embedding methods, we find that Universal Sentence Encoder (USE) consistently gives better performance.Table 6Performance comparison of our approach with the baseline (MCN model trained on SNOMED CT synonyms).**MCN trained on SNOMED CTMCN trained on SNOMED CT and**\
**Distant Data**PsyTARCADECPsyTARCADECAvgEmb59.3255.7870.2868.28BERT42.9050.4862.5362.91ELMo48.8047.4667.2268.40USE64.1852.8173.4370.97  Deepwalk58.0965.4872.27**76.72**HARP63.8161.04**74.39**73.38LINE55.5961.3568.5071.45Node2Vec51.7459.3871.3470.98  Std. deviation6.925.753.603.79

7. Analysis and discussion {#s0055}
==========================

7.1. Performance improvement across datasets and target embedding methods {#s0060}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

We find that the performance improvement across target embedding methods is inconsistent. We attribute this to the suitability of the target embedding for this task. We observe that the improvement is higher for low performing embeddings (such as ELMo) as compared to high performing embeddings (such as HARP). Additionally, we observe that the proposed approach improves the performance while reducing the standard deviation across multiple target embedding methods. In a way, distant supervision reduces the impact of the choice of target embedding method. We also find that the performance improvement is not consistent across datasets. The main reason for this is that both datasets contain different medical concepts. In fact, there are only twelve common target medical concepts in CADEC and PsyTAR datasets and the medical phrases corresponding to these concepts are different in CADEC and PsyTAR datasets. Moreover, in the proposed distant supervision approach we add a fixed (*k*) number of labeled examples corresponding to each target concept. This further increases the difference between the training datasets which in turn results in an inconsistent performance improvement (of a particular target embedding method) across datasets.

7.2. Impact of the size of distantly supervised dataset {#s0065}
-------------------------------------------------------

As discussed in Section [3](#s0015){ref-type="sec"}, distant examples are selected based on the similarity between the source medical phrases and target medical concepts. In order to avoid label imbalance, we select equal number of examples corresponding to every target medical concept in the evaluation dataset. In this Section, we analyze the performance of our approach by varying the number of distantly supervised examples shown to the MCN model. [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} depicts our model's performance across the four best performing target embedding types for PsyTAR and CADEC datasets. Across both datasets, the classification accuracy improves initially, but degrades after a particular point. We observe that beyond a point increasing the number of distant examples leads to the selection of incorrectly labeled pairs which adversely affects the model's performance. We also observe that the performance improvement is not consistent across all target embedding methods. We attribute this to the quality of target embeddings and the nature of evaluation dataset.Fig. 4Performance comparison of best performing label embedding methods across varying number of distantly supervised examples. Color viewing advised. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

7.3. Performance and error analysis {#s0070}
-----------------------------------

In this Section, we analyze the performance gain or loss caused by using distant supervision. To study this, we manually examine the medical concepts for which we observed a significant performance improvement or deterioration after being trained on distantly supervised examples. [Table 7](#t0035){ref-type="table"} shows the percentage improvement obtained by using the distant supervision corresponding to few selected medical concepts. We observe that for many medical concepts such as Abdominal Discomfort, there are very few labeled examples in SNOMED CT synonyms dataset. Our proposed method increases the labeled examples corresponding to such concepts by extracting related medical phrases, such as *mild abdomen pain, random abdominal pains, abdominal cavity tiredness, fatigue, extream fatigue* from social media posts. Therefore, improvement in performance can be attributed to the increase in the size and diversity of the training set. On the other hand, we also observed cases wherein distant supervision adds noisy examples to the training set thereby adversely affecting the performance. For instance, the phrases *ear spray, nasal spray, gaucoma eye* and *laser treatment* are wrongly associated with the concept Buzzing in ear.Table 7Sample medical phrases in SNOMED CT and Distant Datasets. %Imp represents percentage improvement in performance.Concept%ImpSample Medical phrases in SNOMED CTSample Medical phrases in Distant DataReduced libido147reduced libido, decreased libido, low libidolow libido, low sex drive, sex libido, non-existent sex drive,Abdominal discomfort100abdominal discomfortmild abdomen pain, random abdominal pains, abdominal cavityTired200tired, feeling tiredtiredness, fatigue, extream fatigueBuzzing in ear−33.3buzzing in earear spray, outer ear infection, nasal spray, gaucoma eye, laser treatment, ibsFoot pain−40.9foot pain, podalgiafoot pain sounds, ankle pain, large toe pain, foot, leg pain, pain, foot tends

We observed that, despite using distant supervision, about 25% of the test examples were wrongly classified. We notice three different types of errors which are briefly discussed below. First, there were several phrases in the test set which could be mapped to multiple concepts, whereas the human labeled examples associate each medical phrase with exactly one medical concept. Therefore, our model is penalized if it maps an input phrase to a correct target concept which does not match with the corresponding human labeled concept. We find this to be the most common error type, [Table 8](#t0040){ref-type="table"} lists several examples of this error type. Second, some phrases contain abbreviations of medical concepts. Our model fails to correctly map phrases that contain abbreviations of medical concepts. For instance, our model wrongly categorizes the phrases *rls, fms, felt like on an lsd*. Lastly, we find that our model, as well as the baseline MCN model, do not efficiently categorize long medical phrases such as *felt as if i needed to be doing something all of the time* or *difficult time being interested on an intimate level*. Although our model shows relatively better performance across lengthy phrases, there is still a large scope for improvement. In general, we observed that distant supervision boosts the performance of our model in most cases. [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"} shows the t-SNE representation of medical concepts and phrase embeddings obtained using the baseline and the proposed approach. We observe that the MCN model trained using distant supervision maps the medical phrases closer to their corresponding concepts.Table 8MCN Examples which were wrongly classified by our model.Input PhraseTarget ConceptPredicted Conceptbalance my moodMoodyManic moodfeel like a junkieDrugged stateFeeling intoxicatedfeels like to be on crackDrugged stateFeeling intoxicateddifficulty to concentrateReduced concentrationUnable to concentrateconcentration is poorPoor concentrationUnable to concentratedifficulty concentratiingPoor concentrationUnable to concentratealways feeling tiredExhaustionTiredpain really badSevere painExcruciating painintense, horrid painSevere painExcruciating painat first, trembling bellyUpset stomachStomach crampsstomach distressUpset stomachStomach acheFig. 5t-SNE representation of medical phrases and concepts embeddings obtained using (a) baseline (b) distant supervision. The concepts depicted in this plot were encoded using LINE target embedding method. Red color indicates wrongly categorized phrase. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

8. Conclusions {#s0075}
==============

In this work, we address the problem of Medical Concept Normalization (MCN) in social media which aims to map a variable length social media phrase to a medical concept in some external coding system. Most of the current approaches pose MCN as a supervised text classification task which requires a large number of medical phrase, concept pairs for training. Creating such a training dataset entails the painstaking task of manually identifying social media phrases and mapping them to one of the concepts in a medical lexicon. Pattisapu et al. [@b0030] have leveraged medical knowledge bases (such as SNOMED CT) to extract synonyms of medical concepts and use the synonym, concept pairs as training data. Their model trained on SNOMED CT synonyms dataset alone shows a reasonable performance accuracy across multiple datasets. In this work, we extend this idea further by augmenting the SNOMED CT dataset with an automatically constructed distantly supervised dataset created from patient discussion forum posts. Experimental results across multiple datasets show that the MCN model trained using the proposed approach outperforms the baseline by a significant margin.

In future, we would like to increase the coverage of medical concepts in our distant data by obtaining multiple posts from a variety of medical social media forums. In our current work, we use generic pretrained models such as Universal Sentence Encoders to measure the similarity between medical phrases and concepts. In future, we would like to use the model trained on SNOMED CT synonym dataset to select medical phrase, concept pairs. Our current work explores the use of several text and graph based embeddings. It would be interesting to experiment with heterogeneous label embeddings. We would also want to experiment with graph convolutional networks [@b0195] to obtain target embeddings for medical concepts. In our current work, we use AvgEmb based approach to extract medical phrases (Section [3.2.1](#s0030){ref-type="sec"}) from patient discussion forums. It would be interesting to see if we can further improve the performance of our medical phrase extractor (and thereby the performance of our MCN model) by using other sentence encoders discussed in Section [3.1](#s0020){ref-type="sec"}.
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